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Encounter-based approach to the escape problem
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We revise the encounter-based approach to imperfect diffusion-controlled reactions, which employs the
statistics of encounters between a diffusing particle and the reactive region to implement surface reactions.
We extend this approach to deal with a more general setting, in which the reactive region is surrounded by a
reflecting boundary with an escape region. We derive a spectral expansion for the full propagator and investigate
the behavior and probabilistic interpretations of the associated probability flux density. In particular, we obtain
the joint probability density of the escape time and the number of encounters with the reactive region before
escape, and the probability density of the first-crossing time of a prescribed number of encounters. We briefly
discuss generalizations of the conventional Poissonian-type surface reaction mechanism described by Robin
boundary condition and potential applications of this formalism in chemistry and biophysics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diffusion-controlled reactions play an important role for
various chemical and biophysical applications [1–6]. In a
typical setting, a particle diffuses inside a confining domain
� toward a target region, on which it can react or trigger
a specific event. One can think of a protein searching for a
specific site on a DNA molecule, or a molecule in a chemical
reactor searching for a catalytic germ to be transformed. Such
diffusion-controlled reactions are often described in terms of
the first-passage time to the target or, more generally, to the
reaction event [7–15]. The diffusive dynamics of a single
molecule is usually characterized by a propagator, Gq(x, t |x0),
i.e., the probability density that a molecule started from x0 at
time 0 has arrived in a vicinity of point x at a later time t ,
without being reacted [7,16,17]. For ordinary diffusion, the
propagator satisfies the diffusion (or heat) equation,

∂t Gq(x, t |x0) = D�Gq(x, t |x0) (x ∈ �), (1)

subject to the initial condition Gq(x, 0|x0) = δ(x − x0) with
a Dirac distribution δ(x − x0), where D is the diffusion co-
efficient of the molecule, and � is the Laplace operator (the
meaning of the subscript q will be explained below). In turn,
the reactive properties of the boundary of the confining do-
main are usually incorporated through the Robin boundary
condition,

−D∂nGq(x, t |x0) = κ (x) Gq(x, t |x0) (x ∈ ∂�), (2)

where ∂n is the normal derivative on the boundary, oriented
outwards the confining domain, and κ (x) is the reactivity
at a boundary point x. This condition, which was put for-
ward in chemical physics by Collins and Kimball [18] and
broadly employed afterwards [19–36], postulates that the
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diffusive flux from the bulk (the left-hand side) is propor-
tional to the propagator on the boundary. Depending on the
type of surface reaction, the proportionality coefficient κ (x)
(in units m/s) is called reactivity, permeability, or surface
relaxivity. In the context of bimolecular reactions, it can also
be related to the forward reaction constant. The reactivity
κ (x) can range from 0 for inert impermeable boundary to
+∞ for a perfectly reactive boundary, on which the reac-
tion occurs upon the first arrival of the particle onto that
boundary.

A space-dependent reactivity κ (x) allows one to implement
heterogeneous patterns on a catalytic surface or to describe
in a unified way the effects of reactive targets and restricting
inert boundaries of a porous medium. However, theoretical
description of such general diffusion-controlled reactions is
rather challenging (see Ref. [37] and references therein).
For this reason, one often focuses on a simpler yet rele-
vant setting of a constant or piecewise constant reactivity.
If κ (x) is constant, then one can employ standard spectral
expansions over the eigenfunctions of the Laplace opera-
tor [7,16,17]. Moreover, for simple confining domains such
as spheres or parallelepipeds, these eigenfunctions are known
exactly that facilitates the analysis of diffusion-controlled re-
actions [38–41]. Another common setting is the case of a
reactive target surrounded by a reflecting boundary so that
κ (x) = κ on the target surface, and κ (x) = 0 on the reflecting
boundary. In this case, one deals with mixed Robin-Neumann
(or Dirichlet-Neumann for κ = ∞) boundary conditions.
When the target is small, one can employ powerful asymptotic
tools to approximate various quantities such as, for instance,
the mean reaction time on the target or the decay rate of the
survival probability [42–56]. Moreover, if the target is inter-
preted as a “hole” in the otherwise reflecting impenetrable
boundary, then one speaks about the escape or exit problem.
As the reaction is understood here as an escape event, the
reaction time is called the escape or exit time. Finally, if
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FIG. 1. Illustration of a confining domain � whose boundary ∂�

is split into three disjoint parts: a target region ∂�R (the boundary
of an obstacle shadowed in gray, e.g., a catalytic germ), a reflecting
region ∂�N (solid green line), and an escape region ∂�D (dashed red
line). A simulated trajectory of a particle that started from a point
x0 and diffused until its escape, is shown in magenta. The particle is
always reflected from ∂�N but may either be reflected from or react
on ∂�R.

there are many targets, then their competition for trapping the
diffusing particle can be characterized by splitting probabili-
ties [57–63].

In this paper, we consider a more general situation, in
which the boundary ∂� of the confining domain is split into
three disjoint parts,

∂� = ∂�R ∪ ∂�N ∪ ∂�D, (3)

which represent the reactive target ∂�R, the inert reflect-
ing boundary ∂�N and the escape region ∂�D (Fig. 1). In
this way, one can describe an important class of diffusion-
controlled reactions, in which the diffusing particle can leave
the confining domain through an escape region or be de-
stroyed on it, without being reacted on the target region. This
is a common setting for many biochemical reactions inside a
living cell; for instance, proteins can be disassembled before
finding their receptors, while ions can leave the cytoplasm
through the ion channels on the plasma membrane. We assume
that the particle disappears immediately after the first arrival
on the escape region ∂�D. In mathematical terms, such a
composed boundary can be implemented through the mixed
Robin-Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions:

∂nGq(x, t |x0) + qGq(x, t |x0) = 0 (x ∈ ∂�R), (4a)

Gq(x, t |x0) = 0 (x ∈ ∂�D), (4b)

∂nGq(x, t |x0) = 0 (x ∈ ∂�N ), (4c)

where q = κ/D is proportional to the (constant) reactivity κ

of the target region ∂�R (note that the subscript of ∂�R, ∂�D

and ∂�N refers to the corresponding type of Robin, Dirichlet
and Neumann boundary condition). Alternatively, these con-
ditions can describe a two-target problem: a partially reactive
target ∂�R and a perfectly reactive target ∂�D (“reaction” on
∂�D is interpreted here as the escape event). However, as we
focus on reactions on the target region ∂�R, we keep speaking
about a single-target problem in the presence of escape events.

To solve this problem, one could still introduce the Lapla-
cian eigenfunctions that satisfy the same mixed boundary
conditions. Here we follow an alternative way and generalize

the encounter-based approach that was developed in Ref. [64]
for the particular case of a constant reactivity on the whole
boundary (when ∂� = ∂�R and ∂�N = ∂�D = ∅). This ap-
proach relies on the concept of the boundary local time �t ,
which can represent a rescaled number of encounters between
the diffusing particle and the boundary up to time t . In this
way, one can first investigate the diffusive dynamics inside
a confining domain with reflecting boundary and then im-
plement surface reactions explicitly (see below). Moreover,
one can go beyond the conventional Poissonian-type reactions
described by Robin boundary condition (4a) and implement
saturation or activation effects or, more generally, encounter-
dependent reactivity [64]. Our generalization allows one to
investigate the effects of the escape event onto such reactions.
We also provide probabilistic interpretations of the probability
flux density that were not discussed enough in earlier works.
In particular, we obtain the joint probability density of the
position, boundary local time and the escape time.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present the
main theoretical results. After introducing the necessary ele-
ments of the conventional and encounter-based approaches in
Secs. II A and II B, we discuss the distribution of the boundary
local time (Sec. II C) and restrictions of the probability flux
density to ∂�D and ∂�R (Secs. II D and II E). In Sec. III, we
illustrate the behavior of the derived quantities for a particle
diffusing between two concentric spheres. In this case, all the
“ingredients” of the encounter-based approach can be found
explicitly. Section IV presents further discussions, conclu-
sions and perspectives.

II. MAIN RESULTS

A. Conventional approach

To highlight the advantages of the encounter-based ap-
proach, we briefly recall several characteristics of diffusion-
controlled reactions accessed within the conventional ap-
proach that relies on the propagator Gq(x, t |x0). We consider
a pointlike particle diffusing in a bounded Euclidean domain
� ⊂ Rd with smooth boundary ∂�, which is partitioned into
reactive (∂�R), reflecting (∂�N ), and escape (∂�D) parts.
As the diffusing particle can disappear due to either escape
through ∂�D or reaction on ∂�R, one can naturally introduce
two first-passage times: the escape time

Tq = inf{t > 0 : X t ∈ ∂�D} (5)

as the first-passage time to the escape region ∂�D, and the
reaction time τq as the random instance of the reaction event
on ∂�R (its formal definition is nontrivial and will be given in
Sec. II E). The subscript q highlights that the distributions of
both random variables Tq and τq depend on the reactivity of
the target region because they are determined by the probabil-
ity flux density,

jq(x, t |x0) = −D∂nGq(x, t |x0) (x ∈ ∂�). (6)

In fact, the restriction of jq(x, t |x0) to the escape region ∂�D

is the joint probability density of the escape location X Tq and
its time Tq. In turn, the restriction of jq(x, t |x0) to the target
region ∂�R is the joint probability density of the reaction loca-
tion X τq and its time τq [note that the restriction of jq(x, t |x0)
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to ∂�N is strictly zero due to the Neumann boundary con-
dition (4c)]. If the position does not matter, then it can be
averaged out to get the (marginal) probability densities of the
escape time Tq and of the reaction time τq:

JD
q (t |x0) =

∫
∂�D

dx jq(x, t |x0), (7a)

JR
q (t |x0) =

∫
∂�R

dx jq(x, t |x0). (7b)

As the particle can either escape or react, none of these
densities is normalized to 1; in turn, one has∫ ∞

0
dt

[
JD

q (t |x0) + JR
q (t |x0)

] = 1. (8)

To show this normalization, one can integrate the diffusion
equation (1) over x ∈ � and use the Green’s formula and
mixed boundary conditions (4) to get the continuity equation

∂t Sq(t |x0) = −[
JD

q (t |x0) + JR
q (t |x0)

]
, (9)

where

Sq(t |x0) =
∫

�

dx Gq(x, t |x0) (10)

is the survival probability of the particle up to time t . The
integral of Eq. (9) over t from 0 to infinity yields the nor-
malization (8), given that Sq(0|x0) = 1 and Sq(t |x0) → 0 as
t → ∞ for diffusion in a bounded domain.

B. Encounter-based approach

In the encounter-based approach, one first characterizes
purely diffusive dynamics inside a bounded confining do-
main � with a reflecting boundary ∂�, and then incorporates
surface reactions on ∂�, i.e., transforms the reflecting bound-
ary into the reactive one [64]. For this purpose, one uses
the boundary local time �t , which was first introduced by
Lévy [65] and then extensively employed in mathematical
literature on stochastic processes [66,67]. The boundary local
time can be defined as the renormalized residence time near
the boundary ∂�:

�t = lim
a→0

D

a

∫ t

0
dt ′ 	(a − |X t ′ − ∂�|), (11)

where |X t ′ − ∂�| is the Euclidean distance between the po-
sition X t ′ of the particle at time t ′ and the boundary ∂�, and
	(z) is the Heaviside step function: 	(z) = 1 for z > 0 and 0
otherwise. The integral in Eq. (11) defines the residence (also
known as occupation or sojourn) time in a thin layer of width a
near the boundary. As the boundary ∂� has a lower dimension
as compared to the domain �, the residence time vanishes as
the layer shrinks (when a → 0); in turn, its renormalization
by a yields the nontrivial limit (11). The boundary local time
should not be confused with the local time in a bulk point,
which has been intensively studied, especially for diffusive
processes in one dimension [68,69]. Despite its name, the
boundary local time has units of length. The boundary local
time can be equivalently defined as a rescaled limit of the
number N a

t of downcrossings of the boundary layer of width a
up to time t : �t = lima→0 aN a

t . As each downcrossing can be
interpreted as an encounter of the particle with the boundary,

the boundary local time �t characterizes the statistics of such
encounters [70]. The diffusive dynamics can then be described
either by a stochastic differential equation for the random pair
(X t , �t ), or by the so-called full propagator P(x, �, t |x0), i.e.,
the joint probability density of getting the values (x, �) for the
pair (X t , �t ). Once the full propagator is known, one can im-
plement various surface reaction mechanisms (see Sec. II E).

By construction, the boundary local time �t characterizes
encounters with the whole boundary ∂� that does not allow
one to implement different reaction mechanisms on different
subsets of the boundary. This problem has been discussed and
partly resolved in Ref. [71] by introducing a proper boundary
local time �i

t on each subset of interest. In this case, one would
deal with the joint probability density for X t and for boundary
local times on all these subsets. Even though a formal way
for computing this density was proposed in Ref. [71], its prac-
tical implementation was realized only for simple geometric
settings (e.g., an interval).

In the context of the escape problem that we consider in
this paper, one can follow a different strategy. As we are inter-
ested in describing reactions exclusively on the target region
∂�R, we need to know the statistics of encounters with that
particular region. In other words, one can modify the above
definition of the boundary local time to count encounters only
with ∂�R:

�R
t = lim

a→0

D

a

∫ t

0
dt ′ 	(a − |X t ′ − ∂�R|). (12)

This relation defines a nondecreasing stochastic process �R
t

(starting from �R
0 = 0) that increases at each encounter with

∂�R. As previously, the integral is the residence time that a
particle spent in a thin layer of width a near the target region
∂�R up to time t . When a is small, this residence time can thus
be approximated as �R

t a/D according to Eq. (12). In the same
vein, we introduce the full propagator P(x, �, t |x0) as the joint
probability density for X t and �R

t (not �t ), under the condition
of no escape through ∂�D up to time t . As previously, the
target region ∂�R is treated at this step as reflecting, i.e., the
particle described by the full propagator can disappear only
on the escape region ∂�D.

At the next step, one can introduce reaction events on
∂�R following the probabilistic arguments from Ref. [64].
For this purpose, one can consider a thin reactive layer of
width a near the target region ∂�R. Once the particle enters
this layer, surface reaction may be described by a standard
first-order reaction kinetics, with the rate k = κ/a. Since the
residence time of the particle within this layer up to time t is
approximately equal to �R

t a/D, the probability of no reaction
on ∂�R up to t is then e−k(�R

t a/D) = e−q�R
t , where q = κ/D. As

a consequence, one deduces the following relation between
the conventional and full propagators:

Gq(x, t |x0) = Ex0{δ(X t − x)e−q�R
t 	(Tq − t )}

=
∫ ∞

0
d� e−q� P(x, �, t |x0). (13)

On the left-hand side, the conventional propagator Gq(x, t |x0)
satisfying Eqs. (1) and (4), describes diffusion from x0 to x in
time t , under the condition of no escape through ∂�D and no
reaction on ∂�R up to t . The probability density of this event
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can be written via the expectation in the middle, i.e., as the
fraction of trajectories X t of reflected Brownian motion be-
tween x0 and x of duration t , with the penalizing factor e−q�R

t

eliminating a subset of trajectories that reacted on ∂�R, while
	(Tq − t ) eliminating those that have escaped before t . On
the right-hand side, the full propagator P(x, �, t |x0) describes
diffusion from x0 to x in time t , under the condition of no
escape through ∂�D and of getting the boundary local time �R

t
equal to �. In turn, the factor e−q� incorporates the probability
of no reaction on ∂�R for any realized value � of the boundary
local time �R

t , while the integral over � sums up contribu-
tions from all possible realizations of �R

t . In other words, this
integral simply evaluates the expectation in the middle. We
stress that the condition Tq > t of no escape through ∂�D is
implemented in the full propagator P(x, �, t |x0) through the
Dirichlet boundary condition on ∂�D (see below).

The relation (13) plays the central role in this work. On the
one hand, it allows one to incorporate the conventional sur-
face reactions as the Laplace transform of the full propagator
P(x, �, t |x0) with respect to �. Importantly, the reactivity pa-
rameter q enters explicitly through the exponential factor e−q�,
whereas it appeared implicitly in the conventional description
as a coefficient in Robin boundary condition (4a). Finally,
one can replace the factor e−q�, which is reminiscent of an
exponential probability law, by another function, allowing
one to implement various surface reaction mechanisms (see
Sec. II E). On the other hand, the inverse Laplace transform
of the conventional propagator Gq(x, t |x0) with respect to q
gives access to the full propagator:

P(x, �, t |x0) = L−1
q→�{Gq(x, t |x0)}. (14)

Unfortunately, an implicit dependence of Gq(x, t |x0) on q
often prevents using this inversion and thus urges for another
representation for the full propagator.

To achieve this goal, we extend the spectral expansion of
the full propagator developed in Ref. [64]. For this purpose,
we introduce an extension of the so-called Dirichlet-to-
Neumann operator Mp that associates to a given function f
on the target region ∂�R another function g on that region such
that

Mp f = g = (∂nu)|∂�R
, (15)

where u is the solution of the following boundary value prob-
lem with p � 0:

(p − D�)u = 0 (x ∈ �), (16a)

u = f (x ∈ ∂�R), (16b)

u = 0 (x ∈ ∂�D), (16c)

∂nu = 0 (x ∈ ∂�N ). (16d)

In other words, the operator Mp transforms the Dirich-
let boundary condition u = f on ∂�R into an equivalent
Neumann boundary condition ∂nu = g on ∂�R, keeping un-
changed the Dirichlet and Neumann conditions on ∂�D

and ∂�N respectively. While the conventional Dirichlet-to-
Neumann operator acted on functions on the whole boundary
∂�, our extension acts on functions on the subset ∂�R of
the boundary. The spectral properties of the conventional
Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator have been intensively studied

in mathematical literature [72–78]. Most of these properties
are expected to be valid for our extension so that Mp is
a pseudo-differential self-adjoint operator. Since the target
region ∂�R is bounded, the spectrum of Mp is discrete, with
an infinite set of positive eigenvalues μ

(p)
k (k = 0, 1, 2, . . .),

that can be enumerated in the increasing order:

0 � μ
(p)
0 � μ

(p)
1 � . . . � μ

(p)
k � . . . ↗ +∞. (17)

In turn, the associated eigenfunctions v
(p)
k (x) form a com-

plete orthonormal basis of the functional space L2(∂�R) of
square integrable functions on ∂�R. A rigorous formulation
and demonstration of these mathematical properties are be-
yond the scope of this paper. From the mathematical point of
view, one can consider them as conjectural extensions of the
well-known conventional case.

The eigenbasis of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator can
serve for getting a spectral expansion of the full propagator.
Skipping technical details (given in Ref. [64]), we sketch
here the main steps of this derivation. In the first step, the
Laplace transform of the conventional propagator Gq(x, t |x0)
with respect to time t ,

G̃q(x, p|x0) =
∫ ∞

0
dt e−pt Gq(x, t |x0), (18)

reduces the diffusion equation (1) to the inhomogeneous mod-
ified Helmholtz equation:

(p − D�)G̃q(x, p|x0) = δ(x − x0), (19)

subject to the same boundary condition (here and below,
tilde denotes Laplace-transformed quantities with respect
to t). Writing G̃q(x, p|x0) = G̃∞(x, p|x0) + g̃q(x, p|x0) with
an unknown function g̃q(x, p|x0), one eliminates δ(x −
x0) from the right-hand side. As g̃q(x, p|x0) satisfies (p −
D�)g̃q(x, p|x0) = 0, one can employ the eigenfunctions
of Mp for a spectral decomposition of the restriction of
g̃q(x, p|x0) to ∂�R, which can then be extended to the whole
domain �. Finally, one takes the inverse Laplace transform of
G̃q(x, p|x0) with respect to q to get the spectral expansion of
the full propagator in the Laplace domain:

P̃(x, �, p|x0) = G̃∞(x, p|x0)δ(�)

+ 1

D

∞∑
k=0

[
V (p)

k (x0)
]∗

V (p)
k (x) e−μ

(p)
k �, (20)

where asterisk denotes complex conjugate, and

V (p)
k (x0) =

∫
∂�R

dx j̃∞(x, p|x0) v
(p)
k (x) (21)

is the extension of the eigenfunction v
(p)
k (x) (defined on ∂�R)

to the whole domain �. While the structure of the spectral
expansion (20) is identical to that derived in Ref. [64], its
“ingredients” G̃∞(x, p|x0), V (p)

k (x0), and μ
(p)
k are adapted to

account for the presence of reflecting and escape regions.
One can easily check that the functions V (p)

k (x) defined by
Eq. (21) satisfy

(p − D�)V (p)
k (x) = 0 (x ∈ �), (22a)

V (p)
k (x) = v

(p)
k (x) (x ∈ ∂�R), (22b)
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V (p)
k (x) = 0 (x ∈ ∂�D), (22c)

∂nV
(p)

k (x) = 0 (x ∈ ∂�N ). (22d)

Moreover, since v
(p)
k is an eigenfunction of the Dirichlet-to-

Neumann operator, one has

∂nV
(p)

k (x) = μ
(p)
k V (p)

k (x) = μ
(p)
k v

(p)
k (x) (x ∈ ∂�R). (23)

Once the eigenfunction v
(p)
k (x) is found, one can determine its

extension V (p)
k (x) either via Eq. (21), or by solving the above

problem (22). Alternatively, without knowing v
(p)
k (x), one can

look directly at the eigenvalue problems (22a), (22c), (22d),
and (23), in which the spectral parameter (here, μ

(p)
k ) stands

in the boundary condition. This is known as the Steklov
problem (see Ref. [78] and references therein), while μ

(p)
k

and V (p)
k (x) are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of this

problem. Despite this equivalence, we keep referring to the
Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator Mp and its spectral proper-
ties.

The inverse Laplace transform of Eq. (20) with respect to
p formally yields

P(x, �, t |x0) = G∞(x, t |x0)δ(�)

+ L−1
p→t

{
1

D

∞∑
k=0

[
V (p)

k (x0)
]∗

V (p)
k (x) e−μ

(p)
k �

}
.

(24)

The first term in Eq. (24) represents the contribution of ran-
dom trajectories from x0 to x of duration t without hitting
neither the target region ∂�R, nor the escape region ∂�D

(in turn, they could encounter the reflecting part ∂�N ). Their
“fraction” is precisely given by G∞(x, t |x0), with Dirichlet
boundary condition on ∂�D and ∂�R [note that Eq. (4a)
becomes G∞(x, t |x0) = 0 for q = ∞]. As the boundary local
time �R

t remained zero for these trajectories, one gets the
singular factor δ(�). In turn, the second term accounts for
all trajectories that have encountered the target region ∂�R,
but still avoided the escape through ∂�D [the latter condition
is implemented via Eq. (22c) for all V (p)

k (x)]. The spectral
representation (24) is an alternative way for computing the
full propagator, which is complementary to Eq. (14). While
both expressions involve an inverse Laplace transform, the
spectral characteristics of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator
are in general easier to access than the conventional propaga-
tor Gq(x, t |x0) in time domain. For instance, we will employ
Eq. (24) in Sec. III to deduce various properties of diffusion-
controlled reactions in a spherical domain. We emphasize that
two representations provide complementary insights onto the
full propagator.

The full propagator determines the corresponding proba-
bility flux density on the boundary ∂�:

j(x, �, t |x0) = −D∂nP(x, �, t |x0) (x ∈ ∂�). (25)

The spectral expansion (20) gives access to this quantity in the
Laplace domain

j̃(x, �, p|x0) = j̃∞(x, p|x0)δ(�)

−
∞∑

k=0

[
V (p)

k (x0)
]∗ (

∂nV
(p)

k

)
(x) e−μ

(p)
k �. (26)

The probability flux density j(x, �, t |x0) is the main object of
our study. In particular, we aim at providing its probabilis-
tic interpretation and deducing various related characteristics
of diffusion-controlled reactions in the presence of escape
events. We will show that the interpretation of j(x, �, t |x0) is
more subtle than that of jq(x, t |x0) mentioned in Sec. II A. For
instance, it is easy to prove that∫ ∞

0
d� j(x, �, t |x0) = 0 (x ∈ ∂�R), (27)

i.e., the restriction of j(x, �, t |x0) to ∂�R is not necessarily
positive.

To show this relation, let us first integrate Eq. (20) over �

from 0 to infinity to get the following identity:

G̃0(x, p|x0) = G̃∞(x, p|x0)+ 1

D

∞∑
k=0

[
V (p)

k (x0)
]∗

V (p)
k (x)

1

μ
(p)
k

,

(28)

so that

j̃0(x, p|x0) = j̃∞(x, p|x0) −
∞∑

k=0

[
V (p)

k (x0)
]∗ (

∂nV
(p)

k

)
(x)

1

μ
(p)
k

.

(29)

For any x ∈ ∂�R, the left-hand side of Eq. (29) is zero, imply-
ing

j̃∞(x, p|x0) =
∞∑

k=0

[
V (p)

k (x0)
]∗

v
(p)
k (x) (x ∈ ∂�R), (30)

where we applied Eq. (23). Using the identity (30), one can
easily check that the integral of Eq. (26) over � from 0 to
infinity is strictly zero for any x ∈ ∂�R, that reads in time
domain as Eq. (27).

To clarify the probabilistic meaning of j(x, �, t |x0), we
first look at the distribution of the boundary local time �R

t ,
then discuss the restriction of j(x, �, t |x0) to the escape region
∂�D, and finally describe its restriction to the target region
∂�R.

C. Probability density of the boundary local time

It is convenient to start by inspecting the distribution of the
boundary local time �R

t . By definition, the integral of the full
propagator P(x, �, t |x0) over x ∈ � determines the (marginal)
probability density of the boundary local time

ρ(�, t |x0) =
∫

�

dx P(x, �, t |x0). (31)

Since the particle may escape the domain, this probability
density is not normalized to 1:∫ ∞

0
d� ρ(�, t |x0) = S0(t |x0) = Px0{T0 > t}, (32)

i.e., the probability of no escape up to time t (the subscript
q = 0 of T0 highlights that the target region ∂�R is treated here
as reflecting). Only if there is no escape region, the survival
probability S0(t |x0) is equal to 1, ensuring the normalization
in the conventional case [79].
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Integrating the fundamental relation (13) over x ∈ �, one
gets

Sq(t |x0) =
∫ ∞

0
d� e−q� ρ(�, t |x0) = Ex0{e−q�R

t }, (33)

i.e., the survival probability is the generating function of �R
t .

Moreover, the inverse Laplace transform of Eq. (9) with re-
spect to q yields another continuity equation

∂tρ(�, t |x0) = −[JR(�, t |x0) + JD(�, t |x0)], (34)

where

JR(�, t |x0) =
∫

∂�R

dx j(x, �, t |x0), (35a)

JD(�, t |x0) =
∫

∂�D

dx j(x, �, t |x0), (35b)

and we used that

jq(x, t |x0) =
∫ ∞

0
d� e−q� j(x, �, t |x0) (36)

due to Eq. (13).
In the Laplace domain, the integral of Eq. (20) yields

ρ̃(�, p|x0) = S̃∞(p|x0)δ(�) + 1

D

∞∑
k=0

[
V (p)

k (x0)
]∗

e−μ
(p)
k �

×
∫

�

dxV (p)
k (x). (37)

D. Escape events

In a direct analogy with jq(x, t |x0), the restriction of the
probability flux density j(x, �, t |x0) to the escape region ∂�D

determines the joint probability density of the position X T0 ,
the boundary local time �R

T0
, and the escape time T0 defined by

Eq. (5). If the exact location of the escape does not matter, then
one can integrate over x ∈ ∂�D to get the joint probability
density JD(�, t |x0) of �R

T0
and T0, see Eq. (35b). In the Laplace

domain, this quantity reads

J̃D(�, p|x0) = J̃D
∞(p|x0)δ(�) +

∞∑
k=0

[
V (p)

k (x0)
]∗

e−μ
(p)
k �C(p)

k ,

(38)

where

C(p)
k = −

∫
∂�D

dx ∂nV
(p)

k (x) (39)

and J̃D
∞(p|x0) is given by Eq. (7a) at q = ∞. While the escape

time T0 has been studied in the past, the joint distribution of
�R

T0
and T0 has not been reported earlier.
Integrating Eq. (22a), using the Green’s formula and ex-

pressions (22d), (23), one gets another representation:

C(p)
k = μ

(p)
k

∫
∂�R

dx v
(p)
k (x) − p

D

∫
�

dxV (p)
k (x). (40)

One can apply this representation to check the correct normal-
ization of JD(�, t |x0):∫ ∞

0
d�

∫ ∞

0
dt JD(�, t |x0) =

∫ ∞

0
d� J̃D(�, 0|x0)

= J̃D
∞(0|x0) +

∞∑
k=0

[
V (0)

k (x0)
]∗ C(0)

k

μ
(0)
k

= J̃D
∞(0|x0) + J̃R

∞(0|x0) = 1,

where we used Eq. (30). The last equality follows from that
the fact that J̃D

∞(0|x0) and J̃R
∞(0|x0) are the splitting probabil-

ities (e.g., J̃D
∞(0|x0) is the probability of hitting ∂�D before

hitting ∂�R) so that their sum is equal to 1.
The integral of JD(�, t |x0) over � determines the (marginal)

probability density function of the escape time T0

JD
0 (t |x0) =

∫ ∞

0
d� JD(�, t |x0). (41)

Integrating the continuity relation (34) over � from 0 to infinity
and using the identity (27), one sees that

∂t S0(t |x0) = −JD
0 (t |x0), (42)

where we also used the normalization (32). We thus re-
derived that the probability density of the first-passage time
to ∂�D is obtained as the negative time derivative of the
survival probability S0(t |x0). Expectedly, the derivation of
this classical quantity does not require the encounter-based
approach.

In turn, the integral of JD(�, t |x0) over t yields the
(marginal) probability density of the boundary local time �R

T0

acquired before the escape:

ρD(�|x0) =
∫ ∞

0
dt JD(�, t |x0) = J̃D(�, 0|x0)

= J̃D
∞(0|x0)δ(�) +

∞∑
k=0

[
V (0)

k (x0)
]∗

e−μ
(0)
k � C(0)

k .

(43)

Here, the first term accounts for the trajectories that never hit
the target region ∂�R and moved directly to the escape region
[with the splitting probability J̃D

∞(0|x0)] so that the acquired
boundary local time is zero. In turn, the second term includes
the contribution of remaining trajectories.

The expression (38) allows one to determine joint positive
integer-order moments of �R

T0
and T0 as

Ex0

{[
�R

T0

]m
T n

0

} = (−1)nm! lim
p→0

∂n

∂ pn

∞∑
k=0

[
V (p)

k (x0)
]∗

C(p)
k[

μ
(p)
k

]m+1

(44)

for any m = 1, 2, . . . and any n = 0, 1, . . . [for m = 0, the
contribution from the first (singular) term in Eq. (38) has to be
included]. In this way, one can evaluate not only the moments
of �R

T0
and T0, but also correlations between them. In particular,
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the mean of �R
T0

reads

Ex0

{
�R

T0

} =
∞∑

k=0

[
V (0)

k (x0)
]∗ C(0)

k[
μ

(0)
k

]2

=
∞∑

k=0

[
V (0)

k (x0)
]∗ 1

μ
(0)
k

∫
∂�R

dx v
(0)
k (x)

=
∫

∂�R

dx DG̃0(x, 0|x0), (45)

where we used the identity (28). This result is rather intuitive.
In fact, the Green’s function DG̃0(x, 0|x0) is known to be
the mean residence time of Brownian motion in a point x
before the escape [80]. The integral of this quantity over a
thin layer of width a near the target region ∂�R yields the
mean residence time in this layer, while the rescaling by D/a
results in the mean boundary local time in the limit a → 0;
see Eq. (11).

To evaluate higher-order moments, we first integrate
Eq. (20) m + 1 times to get

∞∑
k=0

[
V (p)

k (x0)
]∗

V (p)
k (x)[

μ
(p)
k

]m+1

=
∫ ∞

0
d�1

∫ ∞

�1

d�2 . . .

∫ ∞

�m+1

d�m+1DP̃(x, �m+1, p|x0)

= 1

m!

∫ ∞

0
d� �m DP̃(x, �, p|x0) (46)

for any m = 1, 2, . . .. In turn, differentiating m times the
fundamental relation (13) with respect to q, we derive the
following identity:

∞∑
k=0

[
V (p)

k (x0)
]∗

V (p)
k (x)[

μ
(p)
k

]m+1 = (−1)m

m!
lim
q→0

∂m
q DG̃q(x, p|x0) (47)

for m = 1, 2, . . . [for m = 0, there is an additional term, see
Eq. (28)]. This identity provides a peculiar interpretation of
the derivatives of the Green’s function G̃q(x, p|x0) with re-
spect to q. Using Eqs. (39), (44), one gets

Ex0

{[
�R

T0

]m
T n

0

} = (−1)m+n+1

m!

× lim
q→0
p→0

∂m
q ∂n

p

∫
∂�D

dx D∂nG̃q(x, p|x0). (48)

The definitions (6) and (7a) further simplify this relation as

Ex0

{[
�R

T0

]m
T n

0

} = (−1)m+n lim
q→0
p→0

∂m
q ∂n

pJ̃D
q (p|x0). (49)

Note that this relation is also applicable for m = 0, in which
case it reduces to the standard expression for the moments of
the first-passage time T0:

Ex0

{
T n

0

} = (−1)n lim
p→0

∂n
pJ̃D

0 (p|x0). (50)

Like J̃D
0 (p|x0) was known to be the generating function of the

first-passage time T0, J̃D
q (p|x0) turns out to be the generating

function of both T0 and �R
T0

. This is not surprising given that
p and q appear as the conjugate variables in the Laplace

transforms with respect to t and �. The elegant relation (49)
highlights the similarity between the physical time t , which
can be seen as a proxy for the number of “elementary jumps”
of the particle in the bulk, and the boundary local time �,
which is a proxy of the number of its “jumps” on the target
region ∂�R. This similarity was already discussed in Ref. [64]
and particularly in Ref. [81], in which a surface-hopping prop-
agator, based on the boundary local time, was introduced.

E. Reaction events

Now we can inspect the restriction of the probability flux
density j(x, �, t |x0) to the target region ∂�R. In the Laplace
domain, the spectral expansion (20) implies

j̃(x, �, p|x0) = j̃∞(x, p|x0)δ(�)

−
∞∑

k=0

[
V (p)

k (x0)
]∗

μ
(p)
k v

(p)
k (x)e−μ

(p)
k � (51)

for any x ∈ ∂�R. While this relation allows one to compute
this quantity, its probabilistic interpretation remains tricky, in
particular, due to its negative values according to Eq. (27).

To clarify this point, we first rewrite Eq. (4a) as
DGq(x, t |x0) = jq(x, t |x0)/q on ∂�R and take its inverse
Laplace transform with respect to q to get

DP(x, �, t |x0) =
∫ �

0
d�′ j(x, �′, t |x0) (x ∈ ∂�R). (52)

The probability flux density j(x, �′, t |x0) on ∂�R can thus
also be seen as the derivative of the full propagator on ∂�R

with respect to �. This is consistent with the boundary value
problem for the full propagator discussed in Ref. [64]. In the
limit � → ∞, Eq. (52) reduces to the relation (27) because
P(x, �, t |x0) → 0, i.e., the probability of getting infinitely
large values of the boundary local time �R

t at a finite time t is
zero. As the left-hand side of Eq. (52) is a probability density,
the integral in the right-hand side is nonnegative, despite even-
tual negative values of j(x, �′, t |x0). What does it represent?

To get its probabilistic interpretation, we introduce the
first-crossing time T� of a threshold � by the boundary local
time �R

t :

T� = inf
{
t > 0 : �R

t > �
}
. (53)

If the particle has escaped the domain before crossing the
threshold, then the first-crossing time is set to infinity. We
have then

P {T� > t} = P
{
�R

t < �, T0 > t
} + P

{
�R

T0
< �, T0 < t

}
.

(54)

The first term describes no crossing of the threshold � when
the escape occurs after time t . In turn, the second term de-
scribes the escape event before t , for which the acquired
boundary local time �R

T0
remains below the threshold. The

probability density of the first-crossing time reads then as

U (�, t |x0) = −∂tP {T� > t}

= −∂t

∫ �

0
d�′ ρ(�′, t |x0) −

∫ �

0
d�′ JD(�′, t |x0),
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where the probability density ρ(�′, t |x0) was used to evaluate
the first term in Eq. (54), and the joint probability density
JD(�, t |x0) of �R

T0
and T0 for the second term. Note that the

definition of ρ(�′, t |x0) automatically accounts for no escape
up to time t . Using the continuity equation (34), we finally get

U (�, t |x0) =
∫ �

0
d�′ JR(�′, t |x0). (55)

Despite the fact that JR(�′, t |x0) cannot be interpreted as a
joint probability density [in analogy with JD(�, t |x0)], its inte-
gral over �′ yields the probability density of the first-crossing
time T�.

According to Eq. (52), one gets another representation

U (�, t |x0) =
∫

∂�R

dx DP(x, �, t |x0), (56)

which was earlier derived in Ref. [64] for the particular case
∂�R = ∂� (i.e., without the escape region). This relation has
an intuitive interpretation. Let us again consider a thin layer
of width a near ∂�R. By definition, the integral of the full
propagator P(x, �, t |x0) over x ∈ ∂�R, multiplied by a and d�,
is the probability of finding the particle in that layer at time
t with the boundary local time �R

t belonging to (�, � + d�).
As �R

t is an nondecreasing process that increments only when
X t ∈ ∂�R, the value � is thus achieved for the first time at t ,
i.e.,

a d�

∫
∂�R

dx P(x, �, t |x0) = Px0{T� ∈ (t, t + dt )}

= U (�, t |x0)dt . (57)

Since the increments d� and dt are related as d� = Ddt/a
according to Eq. (12), one gets Eq. (56).

In the Laplace domain, Eq. (51) implies

Ũ (�, p|x0) =
∞∑

k=0

[
V (p)

k (x0)
]∗

e−μ
(p)
k �

∫
∂�R

dx v
(p)
k (x).

Setting � = 0 and employing Eq. (30), one gets

Ũ (0, p|x0) =
∞∑

k=0

[
V (p)

k (x0)
]∗

∫
∂�R

dx v
(p)
k (x)

=
∫

∂�R

dx j̃∞(x, p|x0) = J̃R
∞(p|x0),

i.e.,

U (0, t |x0) = JR
∞(t |x0). (58)

In other words, as the first crossing of the threshold � = 0 cor-
responds to the first arrival onto ∂�R, the first-crossing time
T0 is simply the first-passage time to ∂�R (before escaping the
domain).

As earlier stressed in Ref. [64], the probability density
U (�, t |x0) of the first-crossing time is tightly related to the
probability density JR

q (t |x0) of the reaction time τq on ∂�R

discussed in Sec. II A. In fact, using Eqs. (7b), (35a), and (36),
we first get

JR
q (t |x0) =

∫ ∞

0
d� e−q� JR(�, t |x0). (59)

To transform JR(�, t |x0) into U (�, t |x0), one needs to inte-
grate by parts. However, JR(�, t |x0) contains a singular term
JR
∞(t |x0)δ(�) that has to be treated separately. We have then

JR
q (t |x0) = JR

∞(t |x0) +
∫ ∞

0+
d� e−q� JR(�, t |x0)

= JR
∞(t |x0) +

( ∫ ∞

0+
d� e−q� U (�, t |x0)

)∣∣∣∣∞
�=0︸ ︷︷ ︸

−U (0,t |x0 )

+ q
∫ ∞

0+
d� e−q� U (�, t |x0),

where we wrote the lower bound of the integral as 0+ to
highlight that the singular term was excluded. According to
Eq. (58), the first two terms cancel each other, yielding

JR
q (t |x0) =

∫ ∞

0
d� q e−q� U (�, t |x0). (60)

To interpret this relation, we introduce a random threshold
�̂ obeying the exponential probability law with the rate q,
P {�̂ > �} = e−q�, so that qe−q� is the probability density of
this law. As a consequence, the integral (60) is the average
over random realizations of the threshold �̂ of the probability
density of the first-crossing time T�̂. Since the left-hand side
is the probability density of the reaction time τq, we conclude
that

τq = T�̂ = inf
{
t > 0 : �R

t > �̂
}
, (61)

i.e., the reaction occurs when the boundary local time �R
t

exceeds the random threshold �̂ with the exponential law. We
emphasize that the exponential law follows directly from the
postulated Robin boundary condition (4a). This interpretation,
earlier suggested in Ref. [64], allows one to go beyond the
Robin boundary condition and to implement various surface
reaction mechanisms by choosing an appropriate law for the
random threshold �̂. In this way, our definition (61) of the
reaction time τq remains valid in a much more general setting,
while Eq. (60), which was specific to the Robin boundary
condition, is then generalized to

JR
ψ (t |x0) =

∫ ∞

0
d�ψ (�)U (�, t |x0), (62)

where ψ (�) is the chosen probability density of the random
threshold �̂. Different choices of ψ (�) and its consequences
on the distribution of the reaction time were discussed in
Ref. [64]. This extension of surface reaction mechanisms is
directly applicable to our setting with the escape region ∂�D.
In this way, we made a step further toward more realistic
modeling of diffusion-controlled reactions by incorporating
the effect of escape events.

We complete this section by providing a deeper probabilis-
tic interpretation of the first-passage time Tq to the escape
region ∂�D in the presence of the reactive region ∂�R. As
discussed in Sec. II A, this random variable is described by
the probability density JD

q (t |x0), which is related to JD(�, t |x0)
due to Eq. (36) as

JD
q (t |x0) =

∫ ∞

0
d� e−q� JD(�, t |x0). (63)
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As previously, the factor e−q� incorporates the condition of no
reaction until the escape, which was automatically included
into the left-hand side via the Robin boundary condition on
∂�R. In turn, if the reaction happens before the escape, then
the escape time Tq is set to infinity. In other words, one has

Tq =
{

T0 if �R
T0

< �̂,

+∞ otherwise.
(64)

As earlier, the dependence on the reactivity parameter q is
incorporated via the random threshold �̂ obeying the expo-
nential law with the rate q. This representation highlights the
effect of surface reactions onto the fisrt-passage time Tq. In
fact, if the target region ∂�R was inert, then the particle would
reach the escape region ∂�D at a random time T0. In turn,
the reactivity of ∂�R makes the only change that the particle
can react on ∂�R and thus never escape. If the boundary
local time �R

T0
at T0 has not crossed the random threshold �̂,

then the reaction on ∂�R has not happened, and Tq = T0. In
contrast, if the threshold �̂ has been crossed, then the reaction
occurred before T0 so that Tq = ∞. The above definition of
the first-passage time to the escape region ∂�D within the
encounter-based approach allows one to study this quantity for
other surface reaction mechanisms, beyond the conventional
one described by Robin boundary condition. For this purpose,
one can choose an appropriate law P {�̂ > �} for the random
threshold �̂ and replace the factor e−q� in Eq. (63) by this
law. Further investigations of this setting present an interesting
perspective of the present work.

III. SPHERICAL TARGET

To illustrate the general properties of diffusion-controlled
reactions with eventual escape, we consider diffusion between
two concentric spheres of radii R and L: � = {x ∈ R3 : R <

|x| < L}. The inner sphere represents the target region ∂�R,
while the outer sphere is the escape region ∂�D (in this
setting, ∂�N = ∅). In spherical coordinates x = (r, θ, φ), the

modified Helmholtz equation can be solved via separation
of variables. In particular, the eigenbasis of the Dirichlet-
to-Neumann operator is well known [71,81,82]. In fact, the
rotational invariance of the domain implies that the eigen-
functions of Mp are the (normalized) spherical harmonics
Ymn(θ, φ),

vnm = 1

R
Ymn(θ, φ)

(
n = 0, 1, . . . ,

|m| � n

)
, (65)

where the double index nm is used instead of a single index k.
In turn, the eigenvalues are

μ(p)
nm = −(

∂rg(p)
n (r)

)
r=R, (66)

where

g(p)
n (r) = kn(αL)in(αr) − in(αL)kn(αr)

kn(αL)in(αR) − in(αL)kn(αR)
(67)

are the radial functions, with α = √
p/D and in(z) and kn(z)

being the modified spherical Bessel functions of the first and
second kind. Note that g(p)

n (L) = 0 and g(p)
n (R) = 1. One sees

that the eigenvalues are (2n + 1) times degenerate (they do
not depend on the index m), while the eigenfunctions do not
depend on p. Finally, it is easy to check that

V (p)
nm (x) = g(p)

n (r) vnm(θ, φ). (68)

As most quantities of interest are obtained by integrating over
the target region ∂�R, the orthogonality of eigenfunctions
vnm to v00 = 1/

√
4πR2 ensures that all terms vanish except

this ground eigenmode. Since i0(z) = sinh(z)/z and k0(z) =
e−z/z, one finds

g(p)
0 (r) = R sinh[α(L − r)]

r sinh[α(L − R)]
(69)

and

μ
(p)
0 = μ

(p)
00 = 1

R
+ α ctanh[α(L − R)]. (70)

Note that

∫
�

dxV (p)
00 (x) = 4π√

4πR2

∫ L

R
dr r2 g(p)

0 (r) =
√

4π

sinh[α(L − R)]

{
−L

α
+ αR cosh[α(L − R)] + sinh[α(L − R)]

α2

}
and

C(p)
0 =

√
4π

αL

sinh[α(L − R)]
.

One can also compute

JD
q (p|x0) = L

r0

(1 + qR) sinh[α(r0 − R)] + αR cosh[α(r0 − R)]

(1 + qR) sinh[α(L − R)] + αR cosh[α(L − R)]
, (71a)

JR
q (p|x0) = R

r0

qR sinh(α(L − r0))

(1 + qR) sinh[α(L − R)] + αR cosh[α(L − R)]
, (71b)

where r0 = |x0|, from which

JR
∞(p|x0) = R sinh[α(L − r0)]

r0 sinh[α(L − R)]
, JD

∞(p|x0) = L sinh[α(r0 − R)]

r0 sinh[α(L − R)]
, JD

0 (p|x0) = L

r0

sinh[α(r0 − R)] + αR cosh[α(r0 − R)]

sinh[α(L − R)] + αR cosh[α(L − R)]
.
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FIG. 2. Joint probability density JD(�, t |x0) of the boundary local
time �R

T0
and the escape time T0 for diffusion between two concentric

spheres of radii R and L, with R = 1, r0 = 1.5, D = 1, L = 2 (a) and
L = 10 (b). Surface shows the regular part of this density, while black
solid line presents the prefactor JD

∞(t |x0 ) in front of the singular term
δ(�). Note that this curve should be located at � = 0, which is not
visible on the logarithmic scale; it was thus artificially put at � =
10−2 for illustration purposes. The ranges of times t differ by factor
10 between two panels.

In the following illustrations, we fix units of length and
time by setting R = 1 and D = 1.

A. Escape events

According to Eq. (38), we find

J̃D(�, p|x0) = L sinh[α(r0 − R)]

r0 sinh[α(L − R)]
δ(�)

+ L α sinh[α(L − r0)]

r0 sinh2[α(L − R)]
e−μ

(p)
0 �, (73)

from which an inverse Laplace transform with respect to p
yields the joint probability density JD(�, t |x0) of �R

T0
and T0.

The inversion of the first term in Eq. (73) can be found
explicitly via the residue theorem. In turn, the presence of
the p-dependent factor e−μ

(p)
0 � in the second term makes the

inversion challenging (see Ref. [71] for some analytical tools).
For this reason, we employed a numerical Laplace transform
inversion by the Talbot algorithm [83].

Figure 2 illustrates the behavior of JD(�, t |x0). Two terms
in Eq. (73) give respectively singular and regular contributions

to this density with respect to �. The regular contribution as a
function of � and t is shown by a surface. In turn, the singular
contribution corresponding to � = 0 is shown by a black line.
For Fig. 2(a), we set L = 2 and r0 = 1.5, i.e., the particle
starts in the middle between the target region at R = 1 and
the escape region at L = 2; in turn, in Fig. 2(b), the escape
region is moved to L = 10.

Since the particle needs to diffuse from its starting point
x0 to the escape region at L, its escape at very short times is
highly unlikely. In particular, the probability density JD

∞(t |x0)
of the first-passage time to ∂�D determining the singular term,
is known to exhibit the short-time behavior of a Lévy-Smirnov
form t−3/2e−(L−r0 )2/(4Dt ) (see Refs. [84,85] and references
therein). Similar behavior can be derived for the regular con-
tribution. In the same vein, the probability of escape at very
long times is also negligible because the particle cannot avoid
the escape region too long. These arguments explain a dis-
tinct maximum of JD(�, t |x0) with respect to t at intermediate
times. Finally, too large values of the boundary local time �R

T0

for intermediate escape times would require for the particle to
stay too long near the target region ∂�R, which is also highly
improbable. One sees therefore that JD

∞(t |x0) exhibits a single
“boss” that rapidly goes down as t → 0, t → ∞, or � → ∞.

Figure 2(a) indicates that the maximum of the singular con-
tribution [the curve JD

∞(t |x0)] is shifted to shorter times with
respect to the boss of JD(�, t |x0). In fact, the particle that never
hit the target region ∂�R (and thus has �R

T0
= 0) needs to travel

the distance L − r0 from the starting point to the escape region
that determines the maximum of JD

∞(t |x0). In turn, the particle
that first encountered ∂�R and then escaped, has to travel the
longer distance (r0 − R) + (L − R) that requires longer time.
When the starting point gets closer to ∂�D, the separation
between two maxima is even larger, while the location of x0

near ∂�R would reduce this separation. Similarly, if L is much
larger than r0 [as on Fig. 2(b)], then the difference between
two distances is relatively small, and two maxima are close.

Setting p = 0 in Eq. (73), one gets the (marginal) probabil-
ity density of �R

T0
:

ρD(�|x0)

= L

r0(L − R)

{
(r0 − R)δ(�) + L − r0

L − R
e−�[1/R+1/(L−R)]

}
.

(74)

This is a mixture of an exponential distribution and an atom at
� = 0. Figure 3 illustrates the regular (exponential) part of this
distribution for the example from Fig. 2(a). As an additional
validation step, we also realized Monte Carlo simulations
of random trajectories and thus independently evaluated the
statistics of �R

T0
. For this purpose, a random trajectory of a

particle was simulated by adding independent Gaussian incre-
ments, with mean zero and variance

√
2Dδ in each direction,

where δ is a small time step. If the particle jumps inside the
inner sphere of radius R, then it is normally reflected back.
At each step when the particle is within a layer of width a
near the inner sphere (i.e., when |X t | < R + a), the boundary
local time �R

t is incremented by Dδ/a according to Eq. (12).
The simulation is stopped when the particle crosses the outer
sphere of radius L. Repeating such a simulation M times, one
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FIG. 3. The regular part of the probability density ρD(�|x0) of the
acquired boundary local time �R

T0
up to the escape time T0 for diffu-

sion between two concentric spheres of radii R and L, with R = 1,
L = 2, r0 = 1.5, and D = 1. Solid line shows the exact solution (74),
while symbols present a renormalized histogram from Monte Carlo
simulations with M = 104 particles, the time step δ = 10−4 and the
layer width a = 5

√
2Dδ.

gets an empirical statistics of the escape time T0 and of the
acquires boundary local time �R

T0
.

Figure 3 confirms an excellent agreement between the ex-
act solution (74) and simulations. One can also appreciate that
getting the behavior of ρD(�|x0) at too small or too large � is
problematic for Monte Carlo simulations. In fact, estimations
at small � require very short time steps in the modeling of
the random trajectory (and thus too long simulations). In turn,
estimations at large � require too many simulated trajectories,
as the probability of getting large �R

T0
is exponentially small.

The moments of �R
T0

are particularly simple:

Ex0

{[
�R

T0

]m} = m!
R(L − r0)

r0(L − R)

(
1

R
+ 1

L − R

)−m

. (75)

In particular,

Ex0

{
�R

T0

} = R2(1/r0 − 1/L), (76a)

Vx0

{
�R

T0

} = R3(1/r0 − 1/L)(2 − R/r0 − R/L), (76b)

where Vx0 denotes the variance. The moments of T0 are deter-
mined via Eq. (50); in particular, one has

Ex0{T0} = (L − r0)[r0L(r0 + L) − 2R3]

6Dr0L
(77)

and

Vx0{T0} = L − r0

90D2L2r2
0

(
r2

0L5 + L4r3
0 + r4

0L3 + r5
0L2

− 20L2r2
0R3 + 36R5r0L − 10R6L − 10R6r0

)
.

(78)

In turn, the joint moments can be found from

Ex0

{[
�R

T0

]m
T n

0

} = (−1)nm!
L

r0

× lim
p→0

∂n

∂ pn

{
α sinh[α(L− r0)]

sinh2[α(L− R)]
[μ(p)

0 ]−m−1

}
.

(79)
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FIG. 4. The correlation coefficient between the escape time T0

and the boundary local time �R
T0

as a function of r0/L, for diffusion
between two concentric spheres of radii R and L, with R = 1, D = 1,
and two values of L indicated in the legend.

For instance, we get

Ex0

{
�R

T0
T0

} = R2(L − r0)

6DL2r0
[2(L+ 2R)(L − R)2− L(L − r0)2].

(80)

Expectedly, all these quantities vanish as r0 → L because
the particle started on ∂�D escapes immediately, yielding
T0 = �R

T0
= 0 in a deterministic way. The above expressions

allow one to compute the Peason’s correlation coefficient be-
tween T0 and �R

T0
:

C = Ex0

{
�R

T0
T0

} − Ex0

{
�R

T0

}
Ex0{T0}√

Vx0{T0}
√
Vx0

{
�R

T0

} . (81)

Figure 4 shows the correlation coefficient C as a function
of r0/L for two values of L. In both cases, the correlation is
positive. Indeed, if the particle escapes faster (at smaller T0),
then it would generally have lower chances to encounter the
target region frequently so that the boundary local time �R

T0

would also be smaller. Note that correlations are higher for the
case L = 2 than for L = 10. In other words, when the distance
between the escape and target regions is larger, the particle
would generally take longer time to diffuse in the confining
domain before the escape and thus to decorrelate these random
variables. Even though all moments vanish as r0 → L, the
correlation coefficient gets a nontrivial limit. Curiously, both
curves exhibit slightly nonmonotonous behavior with respect
to r0.

B. First-crossing times

According to Eq. (51), we have

J̃R(�, p|x0) = g0(r0)
[
δ(�) − μ

(p)
0 e−μ

(p)
0 �

]
, (82)

and thus

Ũ (�, p|x0) = g0(r0) e−μ
(p)
0 �. (83)
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FIG. 5. (a) Probability flux density JR(�, t |x0 ) for diffusion be-
tween two concentric spheres of radii R and L, with R = 1, L = 2,
r0 = 1.5, and D = 1. Surface shows the regular part of this density,
which was obtained by the numerical Laplace transform inversion
of Eq. (82) with respect to p by Talbot algorithm. Black solid line
presents the prefactor JR

∞(t |x0 ) in front of the singular term δ(�).
Note that this curve should be located at � = 0, which is not visible
on the logarithmic scale; it was thus artificially put at � = 10−2

for illustration purposes. (b) Probability density U (�, t |x0 ) of the
first-crossing time T� for the same setting. This density is obtained by
the numerical Laplace transform inversion of Eq. (83) with respect
to p by Talbot algorithm. According to Eq. (55), JR(�, t |x0 ) is the
derivative of U (�, t |x0) with respect to �.

Figure 5(a) illustrates the behavior of JR(�, t |x0). As pre-
viously, we plot the regular and singular parts by a surface
and a black curve. In sharp contrast to JD(�, t |x0) shown on
Fig. 2, the regular part of JR(�, t |x0) is negative, as discussed
in Sec. II E. Moreover, the minimum of the regular part is
not shifted with respect to the maximum of the singular term
JR
∞(t |x0). This is related to the fact that both extrema are

determined by the time needed for the particle to travel from
x0 to the target region at R. Interestingly, the “amplitude” of
the regular part of JR(�, t |x0) is an order of magnitude higher
than that of JD(�, t |x0). In particular, the black curve showing
JR
∞(t |x0) looks almost flat at this scale. This observation does

not contradict Eq. (55) that ensures the positivity of the inte-
gral of JR(�′, t |x0) over �′ from 0 to any �. This is confirmed
by Fig. 5(b) showing this integral. For each value of the
threshold �, this figure gives the probability density U (�, t |x0)
of the first-crossing time T�. We recall that this density is not

normalized to 1 due to escape events:∫ ∞

0
dt U (�, t |x0) = Ũ (�, 0|x0)

= R(L − r0)

r0(L − R)
e−�/[1/R+1/(L−R)] � 1. (84)

The probability density U (�, t |x0) as a function of both � and
t exhibits a single “boss”; in fact, it is unlikely to cross a given
threshold � at too short or too long times; in turn, the de-
crease at large � is ensured by the normalization relation (84).
Even though the shape of U (�, t |x0) looks similar to that of
JD(�, t |x0) shown on Fig. 2, their probabilistic interpretations
are different.

Yet another difference between JD(�, t |x0) and JR(�, t |x0)
is that the former strongly depends on the location of the
escape region (compare two panels of Fig. 2), whereas the
latter exhibits only a weak dependence on L whenever L is
large enough. For this reason, we do not present the graphs of
JR(�, t |x0) and U (�, t |x0) for L = 10, because they are almost
indistinguishable from that shown on Fig. 5 for L = 2. This
can be seen from Eq. (83): when

√
p/D(L − r0) � 1, one has

Ũ (�, p|x0) ≈ R

r0
e−(r0−R+�)

√
p/D−�/R, (85)

which is independent of L. Its inverse Laplace transform
yields

U (�, t |x0) ≈ Re−�/R

r0

(r0 − R + �)e−(r0−R+�)2/(4Dt )

√
4πDt3

. (86)

The right-hand side is actually the exact form of the
probability density U (�, t |x0) for a spherical target in the
three-dimensional space (i.e., in the limit L → ∞), as re-
ported in Ref. [81]. As the approximation (85) fails in the
limit p → 0 [in which case

√
p/D(L − r0) � 1 cannot hold],

the approximation (86) fails at long times. This is expected
because if the particle has enough time to explore the domain
�, it will unavoidably hit the escape region.

Figure 6 allows one to compare the probability density
U (�, t |x0) for a particular value � = 1 with the results of
Monte Carlo simulations. One observes an excellent agree-
ment between the theory and simulations. This figure also
highlights the difficulty in getting the values of U (�, t |x0) at
short and long times by Monte Carlo simulations. We also plot
the approximation (86) in the limit L → ∞. As said earlier,
this approximation is very accurate at short times but fails at
long times. As L increases, the validity range of the approxi-
mation progressively extends to longer and longer times.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we revised the encounter-based approach to
diffusion-mediated surface phenomena and generalized this
formalism by allowing a generic partition of the boundary
∂� into three parts: a target region ∂�R, a reflecting region
∂�N and an escape region ∂�D. While the original formula-
tion in Ref. [64] dealt with the whole boundary as the target
(∂�=∂�R), our generalization brings a greater flexibil-
ity to modeling diffusion-controlled reactions and covers
a broad scope of related first-passage problems. From the
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FIG. 6. Probability density U (�, t |x0 ) of the first-crossing time
T� of a threshold � by the boundary local time �R

t for diffusion
between two concentric spheres of radii R and L, with R = 1,
L = 2, r0 = 1.5, D = 1, and � = 1. Symbols present a renormalized
histogram from Monte Carlo simulations with M = 104, δ = 10−4

and a = 5
√

2Dδ, solid line shows the numerical Laplace transform
inversion of Eq. (83) by Talbot algorithm, while dashed line indicates
the approximation (86) corresponding to the limit L → ∞.

mathematical point of view, this extension essentially consists
in adding Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions on
∂�N and ∂�D, respectively. Despite this apparent simplicity,
the inclusion of a “killing mechanism” for the diffusing parti-
cle (an escape through ∂�D) has required some conceptual re-
finements and appropriate modifications in the formalism. In
particular, we focused in the paper on the probability flux den-
sity j(x, �, t |x0), which was mostly ignored in former works.

On the one hand, the restriction of j(x, �, t |x0) to the
escape region ∂�D determined, for the first time, the joint
probability density of the escape time T0, the particle position
X T0 , and the acquired boundary local time �R

T0
on the target

region ∂�R. In turn, the marginal density JD(�, t |x0), in which
the position X T0 was averaged out, allows one to characterize
not only the statistics of the number of encounters between the
target region and the diffusing particle before its escape, but
also correlations with the escape time. In particular, we ob-
tained the three equivalent representations (44), (48), and (49)
of the joint moments of �R

T0
and T0 and revealed a probabilistic

interpretation of multiple derivatives of the Green’s function
G̃q(x, p|x0) with respect to p and q. Note that earlier works
dealt exclusively with the escape time itself and were mainly
focused on the mean value and its dependence on the ge-
ometric and kinetic parameters. However, it is important to
emphasize that the mean escape time, which is mostly affected
by long but rare trajectories, may be orders of magnitude
larger than the typical time of the escape process, and thus
be noninformative or even misleading [85–89]. For instance,
this may occur when the particle starts in a neighborhood of
a small escape region. In this situation, the whole distribution
of the escape time (or another quantity such as �R

T0
) is needed

to characterize the escape process. For this reason, we focused
on the probability flux densities that were much less studied
in the past.

On the other hand, the restriction of j(x, �, t |x0) to the
target region ∂�R required a subtle probabilistic interpretation

in terms of the first-crossing time T� of a given threshold
� by the boundary local time �R

t . In particular, the integral
of j(x, �′, t |x0) over x ∈ ∂�R and over �′ from 0 to � de-
termined the probability density U (�, t |x0) of T�. The latter
played a key role in the generalization of conventional sur-
face reactions, described by the Robin boundary condition,
to more general mechanisms. While this generalization was
already presented in Ref. [64], its extension in the presence
of escape events required some refinements. For instance, the
former derivation relied on the nondecreasing character of the
boundary local time �t and its immediate consequence that
P {T� > t} = P {�t < �}. In the presence of the escape region,
this relation has to be replaced by Eq. (54) accounting for the
value T� = ∞ in the case if the particle has escaped before
crossing the threshold �. More generally, the lack of a proper
normalization of probability densities had to be carefully man-
aged.

For illustrative purposes, we considered diffusion between
concentric spheres, the inner sphere of radius R being the
target region and the outer sphere of radius L being the escape
region. This basic example allowed us to compute all the
discussed quantities in a simple compact form in the Laplace
domain and then to evaluate the inverse Laplace transform
numerically. We presented both JD(�, t |x0) and JR(�, t |x0),
as well as some derived quantities such as ρD(�|x0) and
U (�, t |x0). We discussed two cases: L = 2 (when the target
and escape regions are relatively close to each other), and
L = 10 (when they are well separated). Expectedly, the joint
probability density JD(�, t |x0) strongly depends on the loca-
tion of the escape region, whereas JR(�, t |x0) showed only a
weak dependence on L. In particular, the probability density
U (�, t |x0) approaches the well-known explicit form (86) for a
spherical target in the three-dimensional space.

While we considered ordinary diffusion inside the con-
fining domain, the presented formalism allows one to easily
incorporate a first-order reaction kinetics in the bulk. This
kinetics may account for a spontaneous disappearance of the
diffusing particle (or its “activity”) with a constant rate γ due
to radioactive disintegration, photobleaching, relaxation of its
excited state, disassembly, failure, or biological death. What-
ever the actual killing mechanism, such a “mortal” particle
can be treated as having a random lifetime δ that obeys the
exponential law P {δ > t} = e−γ t [90–93]. In the conventional
approach, the killing mechanism in the bulk is included by
adding the term −γ Gq(x, t |x0) to the right-hand side of the
diffusion equation (1). Its Laplace transform with respect to t
yields the same modified Helmholtz equation (19), in which
p is replaced by p′ = p + γ . As a consequence, most results
that we obtained in the Laplace domain, remain valid up
to this trivial change. Moreover, many Laplace-transformed
quantities, evaluated at p = γ , admit useful probabilistic in-
terpretations in terms of the stopping condition at the “death”
time δ. For instance,

γ ρ̃(�, γ |x0) =
∫ ∞

0
dt γ e−γ t ρ(�, t |x0) (87)

is the probability density of the boundary local time �R
δ

at the random time δ of the particle “death” in the
bulk, with γ e−γ t being the probability density of δ. In
other words, many Laplace-transformed quantities that we
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derived in this paper, have their own interest, even without
evaluating their inverse Laplace transforms. The combined
effect of the first-order kinetics in the bulk, surface reac-
tions on the target region, and escape events can be further
explored.

The present work can be extended in several directions.
On the mathematical side, the spectral properties of the
Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator need further attention. In ad-
dition to a rigorous demonstration of the announced basic
properties, the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues μ

(p)
k

has to be uncovered, in particular, in the limit when ei-
ther ∂�R or ∂�D (or both) is small. We expect that some
matched asymptotic tools [94,95] can be adapted to in-
vestigate this problem. On the application side, one can

investigate in more detail the effect of escape events onto
various surface reaction mechanisms introduced in Ref. [64].
The proposed extension can be further analyzed in the
presence of multiple independently diffusing particles [96],
eventual resetting mechanisms [97–99] and drifts [100]. Fu-
ture applications of the extended encounter-based approach
can bring more realistic features to a theoretical descrip-
tion of biology-inspired transport processes, notably in living
cells.
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